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ABSTRACT
Software functionalities and behavior are accomplished by the cooperation of code artifacts. The
understanding of this type of source code collaboration provides an important aid to the maintenance and
evolution of legacy systems. However, the original collaboration design information is dispersed at the
implementation level. The extraction of code artifacts’ collaborations and the roles is therefore an
important support in legacy software comprehension and design recovery. In this paper, we present a novel
approach to efficiently recover and analyze code collaborations and semantic roles based on dynamic
program analysis technique. We also demonstrate the software tools that we have developed to support our
approach and illustrate the viability of our approach in a case study.
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1. INTRODUCTION
During the last three decades, a considerable amount of software was developed using procedural
languages. For example, Coyle et. al. estimated the size of legacy systems written in procedure
and OO languages, such as Cobol, Fortran, ADA, etc., to be more than 100 billion LOC
[17][43][45]. These types of systems have undergone several code revisions without a real
concern of maintaining the documentation up-to-date [18][22][24][31]. As a consequence, the
higher level of entropy combined with imprecise documentation about the design and architecture
has made their maintenance more difficult, time consuming, and costly. On the other hand, these
systems have important economic value and many of them are crucial for their owners
[19][17][[18]. All these factors underline the importance of legacy system understanding.
Large legacy procedural systems are normally organized in a structured form [2][3][25]. Code is
divided into separated source files based on different design criteria [1][2]21]. For example, in
Cobol, Fortran, C and Ada, the functions that relate to the same topic (such as “error”) are usually
grouped together into a single program file. Source files are further structured into different
directories according to the functionalities they participate [2][26]29]. This kind of program code
organization reflects the original legacy design rational [2][4]30]. Each source file and directory
represents a certain design concept [2][18][37]. Each code cooperation instance contains a limited
number of such code units. We view these construction units as source code modules which
interact to realize the system functional behavior [2][41][34]. Meanwhile, each module plays
DOI : 10.5121/ijcsit.2012.4512
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specific conceptual semantic roles inside the cooperation[32][35][39]. Recovering collaborations
and semantic roles from source code artifacts is an important factor for better understanding and
evolving legacy code [16][33][18]. However, the large number of modules and the complexity of
their relationships make discovering and analyzing interactions a hard task [18][17]. It is
therefore very difficult to study system behavior by only using static information.
In this paper, we propose a novel program analysis approach for the efficient recovery of code
collaborations and conceptual semantic roles from source code artifacts. We apply dynamic
program analysis, software visualization and knowledge recovery techniques to facilitate legacy
code understanding. We have developed two types of analysis tools set, namely DynamicViewer
and Collaboration-Investigator, to validate the viability of our approach. Through examples, we
illustrate how these two tools are used to detect, recover and analyze collaborations and roles in
an automatic/semi-automatic way. The paper is structured as follows: in the next section, we
introduce our approach. In section 3, we discuss our approach in detail and present the tools we
have developed to support the recovery process. In section 4, we work through a case study of
program comprehension using our approach. In section 5, we further discuss the issues and
lessons learned from the experiment. In section 6, we review related work. In section 7, we give
the conclusion of our study and future work

2. DYNAMIC RECOVERY APPROACH
Collaboration and conceptual semantic role are two design concepts that have been scattered
throughout source code [10][42]. Inside of collaboration, participant modules interact with each
other to carry out detailed tasks. The cooperation is confined in an interaction structure form,
which describes a set of allowed collaboration behaviors for each module [36][40]. Such structure
is implemented and dispersed in code with two major design concepts: the repetitive interaction
pattern and role. Each participant plays a certain type of conceptual role in the collaborations
[44][17]. Meanwhile, conceptual semantic role also enforces the information processing in a
consistent and meaningful (understandable to maintainer) way [47][27]23]. Recovery such
information can largely facilitate the program comprehension process and promote program
analysis into a deeper level [28][46][38]. Since procedure computing languages do not provide
explicit means to capture such design information, maintainers have to heavily rely on human
efforts to investigate these design logics in legacy software.
Refined Collaboration Pattern &
Conceptual Role Recovery
+
Automatic Collaboration
Pattern Detection

Semi-automatic Collaboration
Pattern Discovery

Visualization

Semi-automatic
Role Discovery
+

+
Expert
Repository

Dynamic Information Capturing
Figure 1. Schema of the dynamic analysis approach
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To recover collaborations and roles from legacy source code, we propose an approach that can
significantly increase maintainers’ work efficiency in discovery such information. Our approach
uses dynamic analysis, software visualization, automatic and semi-automatic detection techniques
to fulfill the goal, see figure 1. We first capture dynamic interaction information among modules
during the target system execution period. Then we analyze the features with dynamic
visualization, such as the interaction composition, transaction sequence and recurrence frequency
etc. Later, automatic pattern detection process will be performed to recover all the significant
repetitive transaction serials. Meanwhile, with the intervention of maintainers, our tool may also
be able to semi-automatically detect the collaboration pattern and participants’ roles, and
investigate their features. In addition, the crosscheck and refinement process will be conducted to
combine the two results, and distill the final refined results. The following are the key issues that
addressed in our approach.
Dynamic information capturing. We use dynamic analysis technique to capture module
interaction message, data transformation route and control flow information during program
execution period.
Visualization. We use computer graphic simulation to represent the captured information into a
more understandable visual form. Meanwhile, we symbolize all those analysis results into
graphical views. There are two kind of information we will visualize: one is the pure interaction
information that represents what is going on inside the code; the other one is the statistical
analysis results based on data mining. For the first one, we use both static visualization and
animation to simulate the dynamic nature of message transactions. For the latter one, we use
graphical diagrams and graphs to visualize the statistical analysis results.
Automatic and semi-automatic collaboration pattern and role detection. With the results
from former two processes, we will be able to study the features of dynamic transactions, such as
interaction composition, direction, sequence and frequency etc. To discover the collaborations
and conceptual roles that dispersed over the huge amount of transactions, we apply automatic and
semi-automatic approaches to accomplish our recovery goals. The difficulty lies in how to
efficiently identify those significant repetitive interactions, which together form a meaningful
collaboration pattern in the large transaction space. We apply our automatic detection technique
to directly use dynamic visualization result to produce fine-grained collaboration pattern
outcomes. The recovery does not need expert’s intervention. The advantage is that it is capable to
detect a wide range of collaboration patterns, while the disadvantage is maintainer may lost the
control of expressing her focus in discovering patterns. To overcome this shortage, we also adopt
a guided semi-automated recovery of collaborations and roles with the interventions of
maintainers. According to maintainer’s different emphasis, she may interactively give the
recovery criteria. The collaboration pattern discovery results will reflect the focused interests of
maintainer, thus they only provide the most interested features of various collaborations and roles.
Finally, these two types of results will be combined and refined to produce the final recovery
result.

3. CODE COLLABORATION PATTERNS AND SEMANTIC ROLES RECOVERY
In this section, we present our approach in detail, and introduce the tools which were developed
to automate the recovery process. We first explain the underlying terminology and concepts; then,
we present our automatic and semi-automatic mechanisms which are supported by these tools.
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3.1. Terminology and analysis formalism
We first introduce the dynamic trace record - the program trace information that we captured
during the execution of target legacy system. A sample segment of the trace is given below.
Sid, Level,
3, 5,
3, 6,
3, 7,
3, 7,
3, 6,
3, 5,

Module,
indateentry.c,
intransinp.c,
transaction.c,
transaction.c,
intransinp.c,
indateentry.c,

Routine,
Direction
in_dateentry_set_text,
In
on_input_data_changed,
In
*trans_get_typelist,
In
*trans_get_typelist,
Out
on_input_data_changed,
Out
in_dateentry_set_text,
Out

Sid stands in the above segment for scenario identification number, which correspondent to the
specific system functionality that is performed at that moment. The level represents the
invocation depth. Direction is the orientation of message flow. This trace segment sample
includes three routine invocation events. Each event record has five elements. We use the second
record to illustrate them: the scenario id (3), invocation level (5); sender module (indateentry.c);
receiver module (inransinp.c); receiver invocated routine (on_input_data_changed) and direction
(in).
Source module: The source code of a system is normally organized in a structured form [2,3].
Code unit related to same concept or topic are usually grouped in a single source file and further
stored into different directories, which reflect the original design rational [2]. We view source file
or directory as source module, or simply say module.
Interaction instance: An interaction instance is a dynamic information transaction between two
modules. It triggers an event and further causes a message flow from sender module to receiver
module.
Collaboration instance: A collaboration instance is the sequence of successive interaction
instances, which together form a chain of continuous events that generate a message propagation
tree.
Collaboration pattern: A collaboration pattern is a frequently repeated serial of several
collaboration instances. During the whole process of interactions, modules show strong
cooperative forms: certain modules always appear and cooperate together to implement a certain
type of task. We view this kind of phenomenon as a repetitive collaboration pattern.
Conceptual semantic role: A conceptual semantic role is the characteristic and predictable
behavioral stereotype of an individual module based on its computational feature. It represents the
general conclusions of the module’s utility in program. From the construction point of view, the
role can be semantically transformed into director-manager-worker relationships. Module with
high level role dispatches tasks to modules with lower level roles. From information process point
of view, consumer and supplier are the most common roles.

3.2. Pattern discovery criteria
To efficiently recover collaboration patterns from execution trace information, we have to give
our tools a certain type of criteria to emphasize what aspect is more important in deciding which
sequences of collaboration instances are related, and may thus be further grouped together to form
a concrete pattern. The criteria can be chosen among the following three categories:
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Interaction instance component. An interaction instance includes six major components,
namely scenario id, invocation level, sender module, receiver module, invocated routine and
direction. Based on different bias, maintainer may use any combination of these components to
define the recovery criteria.
Collaboration instance selection. The main purpose of finding collaboration instance is to
recover the message propagation tree. For this reason, we may select to view only the interaction
instances involving different modules. Meanwhile, to limit the observation scope, we may also
define the consideration boundary that confines the recovery process within a certain depth range.
Pattern matching. When several frequently repeated collaboration instances form one
collaboration pattern, the shape of that pattern may not be unique. Different interaction sequence
may lead to various visual outlines, while the semantics of these patterns are identical. Therefore,
we may let our tool omit some considerations of the ordering sequence when comparing two
collaboration patterns.

3.3. Automatic discovery with DynamicViewer
As we discussed in the introduction, static analysis does not present sufficient information to
study the interactions of source modules. Recording dynamic information of program can provide
us with sufficient knowledge about message exchanges during program execution period.
However, this technique faces to two major issues: the overwhelming volume of tracing data and
incomplete coverage of the code. In our approach, since the focus is on a limited set of system
exercising functionalities and behaviors, the dynamic coverage only contains the relevant code
artifacts that concerned with specific system functionality. In fact, this turns to benefit the
resolution of the first issue of dynamic analysis technique [5]. Meanwhile, to significantly reduce
the large volume of tracing data, we use automatic pattern discovery technique implemented in
our toolkit to accelerate the recovery process. We have developed a tool, the DynamicViewer, to
automate the dynamic capturing and visualization of message process flows among source
modules, see following figure 2.

Figure 2. Workflow of DynamicViewer

First, legacy source code is instrumented to record execution information. Then, the interested
system functionalities are executed to observe system behaviors; meanwhile, program dynamic
information is retrieved and processed into repository. Later, the visualization and animation
program will present the information through visual effects to provide a meaningful way to
investigate the interactions. Finally, the automatic collaboration pattern detection process will be
performed to distil all the patterns. Currently, DynamicViewer can automatically discover all the
fine-grained collaboration patterns. We’ve also developed another tool to incorporate human
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intervention in the discovery process, and combine the outcomes from DynamicViewer to
generate the best result. That semi-automation approach will be detailed in section 3.4.
One desired feature of DynamicViewer is both legacy system and analysis tool will run in
parallel. Maintainers now are able to observe system behavior and the visualization of source
module interactions/patterns at the same time. In this way, they can directly relate any specific
system behavior with the visual effects of module actions in real-time, thus largely reduce the
memory work to match these two concepts.

(i)

(ii)
Figure 3. Footprint (i) and pattern detection (ii) views from DynamicViewer

DynamicViewer provides maintainers with an efficient way to automatically discover the
collaboration patterns, and look inside of the program execution space. It defines different types
of views to cover information at different granularity levels. Furthermore, it also facilitates the
smooth navigation among various granularity levels. It visualizes two types of information: the
pure interactions, and the knowledge mining result. For the first one, it supports static and
animate visual effects. The above figure 3 illustrates the fine-grained footprint and animated
pattern detection views produced by DynamicViewer. The left-most vertical part shows the name
of modules; the horizontal direction represents the time sequence; the red box indicates an
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invocation interaction instance from the send module; the green box shows the return of
interaction instance from the receiver module; the red line with direction point shows an outgoing
message from sender module towards receiver module; and green line with direction point
represents the returning of the interaction message from receiver module back to sender module.
DynamicViewer can automatically detect all the repetitive serial of collaboration instances, and
distil them as candidate collaboration patterns.

Figure 4. Module dispersal & scale diagram from DynamicViewer

For the second type of information, DynamicViewer represents the knowledge mining results with
graphical diagrams. The conclusive visual report of statistic data gives maintainers an efficient
way to analyze the source code interaction behaviors. The dynamic module dispersal and scale
graph shows the overall performance of each module in different transaction levels (see figure 4).
The statistical data is rendered in the forms of size and color. The row represents the invocation
depth and the column indicates each module. When sender module invokes a message to a
receiver module, the receiver will lie on one depth below the sender. The rectangle color box
represents the quantity of interaction instances at different depths. Its color shows the overall
invocation scale of the whole interaction space, and the box’s size exhibits the scale compared
with all of its own interactions. The line displays the invocation direction from higher depth to
lower depth, and its color shows the intensity. DynamicViewer also provides a scenario recording
function to capture the system functionality and behavior, see following figure 5. The recorded
scenario screen snapshots will be labeled and stored into repository database for analysis usage.
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Figure 5. Scenario recorder

Later, when maintainer wishes to explore the dynamic interaction space, she may also be able to
retrieve the scenario pictures to link the system behavior and the visualization results. In this way,
she may not need to execute the target system every time when she wants to investigate.

3.4. Semi-automatic recovery with Collaboration-Investigator
The main functionality of Collaboration-Investigator is to help maintainers efficiently discover
the featured/screened collaboration patterns and involved participation roles, as well as assisting
them thoroughly to investigate the details. It provides five major operations for the study of
collaborations and conceptual roles, namely pattern criteria setting, collaboration recovery, role
recovery and their investigations. It also retrieves other useful information related to module
collaboration and roles. Maintainers may retrieve, abstract and compare different system
behavior, collaboration patterns and roles in an operational manner.
The snapshot (see figure 6) of the demonstration sample is from the analysis of “Interest” legacy
system, which will be presented in detail as case study in the following section. Here, we will
introduce the functionalities of Collaboration-Investigator.
Collaboration pattern criteria establishment. The “Pattern Setting” function will prompt the
criteria building form for maintainer. She has to check three groups of pattern recovery criteria,
namely interaction component, collaboration instance selection and pattern reshaping. These three
categories are detailed in previous section. The choice of optional items in each category reflects
maintainer’s observation emphasis of pattern selection aspects.
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Figure 6. Collaboration-Investigator: the semi-automatic pattern and role recovery toolset

Collaboration and role recovery: This function will recover the most significant collaboration
patterns based on previously set criteria. The result will be shown in the “collaboration pattern”
frame. The naming convention of distilled collaboration is the unique sequential id number plus
the first sender module’s name and the first invocation routine name. “Role Recovery” function is
used to generate the participant role table. Currently, it provides “director-manager-worker” role
stereotype and simplified “supper-consumer” role stereotype.
Interaction investigation: The “Trace Investigation” function is used to explore all the
components of an interaction instance. In figure 6, the pattern name
“67#_inglossarydlg.c:select_event”, the sender module “imimportdlg.c” and receiver module
“rode.c” are selected. After push “Trace Investigation” button, all the routines (functions and
procedures) that were invoked from sender module to receiver module within the selected
collaboration pattern will be listed in the Routine Module panel. If we select routine “color_set”,
then the full detail interaction information will be presented in the Interaction Table.
Collaboration investigation: This function is to generate the query results for related
collaboration patterns. For example, in figure 6, when maintainer selects a set of routines and
presses “Collaboration-Investigation” button, all the patterns that involve any one of these
routines will be listed in “Collaboration Pattern” panel. The selecting of a sender module or
receiver module in order to find the other related parts has similar effects. We also can use any
combination of these four elements, (pattern, sender module, receive module and routine), to
generate the list of the remaining elements.
Role investigation: This function will help maintainer to explore the role of each module in a
selected collaboration pattern. We assign to the sender module a “consumer” conceptual role, and
to the receiver module a “supplier” one. If three modules have sequential consumer-supplier role
relationships, we consider that they realize a “director-manager-worker” role stereotype. This
kind of role information will help maintainer recover the structure of the program. When user
selects one module and presses Role Investigation button, all the modules that have a role
relationship with that targeted module will be listed in a prompted Role Module list window.
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Visualize collaboration pattern: The DynamicViewer will be used to generate the recovered
collaboration pattern, and it can zoom in/out to facilitate the study. For example, in figure 6, when
the pattern called “87#_inglossarydlg.c:init” is selected, then DynamicViewer will generate the
visual representations of its correspondent collaboration instances in another window.

4. CASE STUDY: UNDERSTANDING “INTEREST”
In this section, we demonstrate how our approach supports the understanding and recovery of
code collaborations and semantic roles in a legacy system. The example software “Interest” is a
financial management system for personal investments. It is written in C with 94 source files of
approximately 28KLOC. It is designed to analyze individual stock market investment
performance (see figure 7). It is free software, distributed under the GNU General Public License,
and can be obtained from web site http://sourceforge.net/projects/interest

4.1. The analysis question and hypothesis
The legacy system provides a bunch of tools to help users analyze their stock investment
performance. To better understand how these tools are implemented, we put forward several
questions and hypotheses to start our study. We notice that the code is divided into three major
directories. Source root “src/” contains two subdirectories, namely “src/base/” and “src/widgets/”
respectively. Meanwhile, the source file names under each directory have different
characteristics. For example, the files under “/base” subdirectory have names like “color.c”,
“error.c”, “transaction.c” etc. We thus hypothesize that the modules under different directory deal
with different functional issues.

Figure 7. “Interest”- a financial management system for personal investments
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Questions:
•
•
•

What’s the relationship between these source files? What are the roles and general functions
they represent?
Which modules work together to make the most significant contributions?
How do they cooperate with each other?

Hypotheses:
•
•
•

We suspect that the modules from root directory provide major system functions, while
modules from the other two subdirectories yields support for those modules.
Modules follow a certain pattern in cooperating with each other in order to implement the
functionalities.
Besides, we also guess that each module represents a certain system constructional concept,
which reflects a distinct role in the whole software.

4.2. Code collaboration patterns and semantic roles dynamic recovery
The Rather than try to understand the whole legacy software in one step, we study system
behavior and its implementation based on individual system functionality. In this case, we select
the most interesting part of our target tool, the functionality of graphical analysis of stock
investment. We would like to find out whether these modules follow a pattern in their
cooperation. Furthermore, we also want to know if these patterns recur in other system
functionalities as well. Moreover, we wish to investigate which modules participate in the
patterns, how they interact, what’s the relationship among them and what’s the role of each
module. The recovery of collaborations and roles will substantially help maintainers gain better
understanding of target legacy system.
Recording dynamic information. We execute the target system with instrumented code. The
scenario is focused on stock performance analysis tool. We observe system behavior and
functionalities within this tool. DynamicViewer collects the interaction information into
repository, and visualizes the dynamic effects of module interactions. The scenario creates 68,123
function invocation events.
Setting pattern discovery criteria. We define the following four criteria. (1) select four out of
six interaction components to observe, namely sender module, receiver module, invocated routine
and direction; (2) set the deepest invocation level as 18. (3) do not ignore self-interaction. (4)
omit considerations of the ordering sequence when comparing two collaboration patterns.
Automatic pattern detection with DynamicViewer. We use DynamicViewer to generate the
initial fine-grained result of recovered patterns from the whole interaction serials. As shown in
following figure 8, the total interaction sequence lasts for 85 visual screen frames.
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Figure 8. Automatic discovery of code collaboration patterns. (The number indicates frame id)

Early result indicates only three important patterns contribute almost the whole of this system
functionality. Based on frame number, we can see that one lies on “from 2 to 20” plus “from 34
to 51” frames; another one lies on “from 21 to 31” plus “from 52 to 61” plus “from 63 to 74”
frames and the last one lie on “from 75 to 83” frames respectively. These three major
collaboration patterns account for over 90% of the interaction frames. More significantly, the
participants are limited to less than fifteen modules. This result shows that, although the “Stock
analysis tool” has very complex system functionalities and various dynamic behaviors, with the
help of collaboration pattern analysis, maintainers can quickly focus on studying several
important patterns to understand the whole implementation.
Deep study with Collaboration-Investigator. With the help of Collaboration-Investigator,
further analysis will help maintainers to study the details of collaboration patterns and the
semantic relations (roles) among the participants inside of each single pattern. We use
collaboration-investigator to recover all the patterns that satisfy discovery criteria which have
been settled previously. A total of nine patterns have been recovered. They are listed in table 1.
The name of each collaboration pattern is composed of its identity number, the first module’s
name and the first routine name that invoked by that module. We notice that some patterns consist
of several smaller patterns, and some patterns’ appearance may not be contiguous. These kinds of
patterns are not easy to find by only using DynamicViewer.
Recovered collaboration patterns
#01_account.c : ac_init_attributes
#02_import.c : parse_header_data
#03_transaction.c : trans_compare_by_date
#04_nodemenu.c : nodemenu_new
#05_menubar.c : analyze_flags
#06_configuration.c : clear_autoload
#07_intranslist.c : in_trans_list_set_account
#08_dataset.c : ds_show
#09_intransbut.c : in_trans_but_init

Table 1. List of recovered patterns
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To answer the questions and verify the hypotheses in the previous section, we now select one
pattern to study in detail. The No.7 pattern has one of the most significant repetitive
characteristics among all the recovered patterns. It has 31 out of 85 visual screen frames with a
nested pattern No.3. The following interaction fraction shows the retrieved components and
collaboration instances from the Collaboration-Investigator tool. From the composition
relationships illustrated in the segment, we can find that when module Intranslist.c sets
transaction accounts, it in fact fills in the transaction list. To accomplish this job, it first asks
module Translist.c to reset transaction list. Then it delegates the whole task to module
Transaction.c. The latter one deals with the details of comparing and compiling work with the
support from module Transarray.c.
I n tr a n s lis t.c : in _ tr a n s _ lis t_ s e t_ a c c o u n t : in
I n tr a n s lis t .c : f ill_ tr a n s lis t : in
T ra n s lis t .c : re s e t_ tra n s lis t : in
T tra n s lis t .c : re s e t_ tra n s lis t : o u t
T r a n s a c tio n .c : ta r r a y _ c o m p ile : in
T r a n s a c tio n .c : c o m p a r e _ b y _ d a te : in
P a tte rn 7
T r a n s a r r a y .c : tr a n s _ c o m p a r e _ b y _ d a te : in
P a tte rn 3
T r a n s a r r a y .c : tr a n s _ c o m p a r e _ b y _ d a te : o u t
T r a n s a c tio n .c : c o m p a r e _ b y _ d a te : o u t
… .. { r e p e a t f o r m a n y f r a m e s }
… ...
T ra n s a c tio n .c : ta rra y _ c o m p ile : o u t
I n tr a n s lis t .c : f ill_ tr a n s lis t : o u t
I n tr a n s lis t.c : in _ tr a n s _ lis t_ s e t_ a c c o u n t : o u t

Figure 9. Details of automatically recovered code collaboration patterns

Now we further wish to know what is the specific semantic role of each module inside of pattern
7 and pattern 3. This time, we use Collaboration-Investigator tool to inspect the role of each
module. As described in previous section, there are two role stereotypes defined in the tool,
namely “Director-manager-worker” role type and “Consumer-supplier” role type respectively.
Based on the nesting information, each module in the pattern will be assigned at least one of these
two role stereotypes. Maintainer is prompted to add more detailed observation roles to specific
module that she is interested in.
Intranslist.c :
Intranslist.c :
Consumer
Translist.c :
Supplier
Transaction.c
:
Pattern 7
Transaction .c :
Pattern 3 Transarray .c :
Transarray .c :

Director
M anager
Consumer (Controller)
W orker
Supplier

(Store)

Figure 10. Module conceptual semantic role recovery

In this case, there are three groups of semantic roles assigned to modules, as shown in figure 9
and 10. For collaboration pattern 3, maintainer may find that this consumer-supplier role
relationship can also be described as “Controller-store (data)”. Further investigation shows that
module Intranslist.c belongs to root directory “/src/”, whereas both modules “Transaction.c” and
“Transarray.c” belong to subdirectory “/src/base/”. From the role relationship between these three
modules, maintainers can also figure out the same relationships between the underlying
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directories. Therefore, this confirms our first hypothesis that modules from subdirectory are
service providers for the modules from the root directory.
To better understand a single module’s function in the scenario, maintainer can choose a single
module, then query all the roles it plays inside of any collaboration pattern, therefore to get a
broad understanding of what kind of role that module has in general. In our case, module
Transarray.c works as “worker” and “supplier”. These give maintainers a strong suggestion that
this module implements a certain system constructional concept, which means “labor”, who does
the real job, and contributes to those who dispatches tasks to others.
Within a single collaboration pattern, we can also use DynamicViewer to analysis two modules
which have strong cooperation, especially when these two modules have a certain type of role
relationships inside of that pattern. See figure 10, the vertical axis represents the number of
invocation times; the horizontal direction represents the invocation depths.

Figure 10. Analyzing two modules in collaboration: Transaction (left) and Transarray (right)

Two modules will be compared with the density of their interaction instances, the depth level, the
activity frequency and time period. Figure shows the comparison of module Transaction.c and
Transarray.c. We can find that starting from depth 7, they have same fluctuation pattern of
invocation frequency and calling instances. This is confirmed by our previous collaboration
pattern analysis, since these two modules cooperate together to form collaboration pattern 3, and
this pattern occupies a relatively large segment in the whole interaction serials (31 out of 85
observing frames). This fact suggests that both modules have tight coupling with each other after
depth level 7. But from depth 1 to 7, module Transarray has no interaction instances, while
module Transaction is still active from depth 4 to 6. This indicates that, the module Transaction
not only cooperates with Transarray, but also participates in other activities, maintainer can
further use our tools to trace it; while from depth level 7, the rest part of module Transaction only
faithfully cooperates with module Transarray. From this analysis result, maintainers can further
build up a more clear comprehension model of target analyzing code artifacts.

5. DISCUSSION
In this case study, we’ve demonstrated how to apply our approach, with the help of tools support,
to automate the recovery process of collaboration patterns from stock analysis software. We also
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use these tools to discover the semantic roles of modules inside of patterns, therefore to get a
deeper comprehension of the source code. Each recovered collaboration pattern represents a
concrete implementation block of the observed system functionality. By characterizing such kind
of program construction, we gain a better understanding of how the system behavior is carried out
through the interactions. This will largely facilitate maintainers’ cognition process in
understanding target software system.
It is also very useful for us to apply the discovered collaboration patterns to a further
decomposition of the whole system into a role-based hierarchical representation. It will help
maintainer rapidly acquire the desired general comprehension of target system. Maintainer can
use this information to study each module within various collaboration patterns, thus to regain
more detailed source code modularization information. Within a collaboration pattern, its
composition modules intensively cooperate together to perform a concrete task inside of the
system functionality. This type of cooperation represents a highly cohesive source code unit.
Many object identification research works agree that highly cohesive program parts normally are
primary candidates for object structures [6][7][18]. Cohesive measurement is widely used to
perform legacy re-construction [8][9][17]. Therefore, collaboration pattern recovery can be
further used in the re-modularization of legacy system.

6. RELATED WORK
Our work on recovering collaboration and role from legacy software is a part of research work for
legacy migration [11][12]. The recovery of collaborations provides us with a decomposition view
of legacy software. Most work on understanding interactions has focused on visualization
techniques, where the challenge is to develop efficient way to visualize the large amount of
dynamic information [13][14]. The work of DePauw et al. [15], now integrated with Jinsight,
allows engineer to visually recognize patterns in the interactions of classes and objects. ISVis [16]
displays interaction diagrams using a mural technique and also provides pattern matching. Our
work in the visualization part is similar to these two approaches. Contrary to the merely focus on
visualization, our approach emphasizes more on the recovery of collaboration and the
understanding of roles. Tamar et al. also propose an approach to analysis role within
collaborations [10], but they purely use the invocation methods as representative of roles. This is
not sufficient in our research to analyze the general function of a module inside of recovered
collaboration pattern. We use predefined conceptual role stereotypes for the recovery of role
based on the invocation relations with other modules. This gives maintainers a better
understanding of how the modules cooperate within a collaboration pattern.

7. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented an approach to recover collaboration patterns and semantic roles
from legacy system for the purpose of legacy software understanding. It consists of two major
parts, both of which are supported by software toolsets that we have developed. The first part
focuses on the dynamic analysis of target legacy systems and the automatic discovery of
collaboration patterns. The second part is concentrated on the recovery and analysis of
collaboration patterns and semantic roles with human intervention. We have illustrated our
approach through the analysis of a sample legacy system in a case study, in which we use our
software tools to automate the discovery of collaborations patterns and the semantic roles of the
participants. The initial experience shows the result is very promising. Our approach has
demonstrated the feasibility and utility of using dynamic information to recover and analyze
collaborations and semantic roles from code, hence to support legacy software understanding. We
are continuing this work by improving the analysis functions of our tools.
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